The IEEE SMCS Tunisia Chapter

is inviting all interested IEEE members and researchers

to a seminar presented by

Hiroshi Nakajima

Senior Technology Specialist of sensing & control laboratory
Omron Corporation, Japan

Working fields
Expert system building tool
Neural Networks
Fuzzy database systems
Pet robots
Speech recognition and dialogue systems
Automated sensory inspection systems
Health management systems for human, machine and energy
Visceral fat estimation

Awards
Best paper award from interaction 99’ in 1999
Best author award from information processing society of Japan in 2000
Industrial outstanding application award from the international Fuzzy systems Associations 2007

March 15, 2010 @ 11:00-12:30: Socially intelligent Agents
@ 14:30-16:00: Soft computing applications
Auditorium, High Institute of Computer Science and Management, Kairouan, Tunisia

March 17, 2010 @ 9:30-11.30: Socially intelligent agents
@ 15:00-17:00: Soft computing applications
Conference Room, Orient Palace Hotel, Sousse, Tunisia

IEEE SMCS
Distinguished Lecturer!

WELCOME!